USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10304.04

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CREW OF THE GENEVA HAS WATCHED THE AMAZING EVENING FLIGHT OF THE DRAGONOIDS
CSO_Taal says:
::scanning the area where the dragons emerged from::
Wren_Losic says:
::Watches as the visitors stare in awe at the evening flight::
CO_Eden says:
::Follows the line of dragons until they begin to disappear toward the horizon::
CTO_Usimov says:
::watching the flight of dragonoids, in wonder::
Plenty says:
::smiles as she watches the expressions on the faces of the visitors::
CNS_Bauer says:
::awe struck at this fantastical sight::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances back at the Captain once, then around, then back up to the dragons::
XO_Shras says:
:: standing with the landing party looking at the animals in the sky ::
CO_Eden says:
Wren: Do they do this every day?  ::Turns to him as the spectacle is finished::
EO_Chapu says:
@:: walks through the corridor, to the TL ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::moves so she is behind the Captain and can see her at all times::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: They go to sleep in the caves
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Where are they going? ::Still staring at the sky::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Standing around the landing party::
OPS_Cailand says:
::slides back and around next to the CTO:: CTO: My thoughts exactly.
CSO_Taal says:
::walks closer to the mountain::
EO_Chapu says:
@Turbolift : :: Enters the TL :: Computer, Bridge.
Plenty says:
CNS: They fly to the mountains to sleep in the deep caves.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Come, Join us by the fire. It may not be safe for you to be about at night
CTO_Usimov says:
OPS: Just wanted to keep my eyes on her, can't be too cautious.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~~Ekel~~~~: Rest my friend, the time is near
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost smiles:: CTO: Indeed. I doubt she shall... escape... from us a second time.
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Can we go there?
CNS_Bauer says:
::not expecting a "yes"::
CTO_Usimov says:
OPS: Believe me; I won't let that happen a third time.
CNS_Bauer says:
::just dreaming out loud::
CSO_Taal says:
::walks back to join the rest of the crew::
CO_Eden says:
Wren: Very well... ::Begins to follow Wren Losic, her crew behind her:: So you have co-existed with the dragons since your people arrived on this planet?
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: Nor will I, Lieutenant.
CSO_Taal says:
::analyzing the tricorder results::
Plenty says:
::looks over at her brother:: Wren: Wren, the counselor here wants to go to where the dragons sleep.
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns on her heel and follows the captain::
CTO_Usimov says:
::turns to follow the Captain::
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: the TL moves quickly, then opens its doors to the Bridge; walks out onto the Bridge and into the Engineering Console ::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Existed? We have grown to depend on each other over time
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods to OPS_Cailand::
CNS_Bauer says:
::hears Plenty and wonders of the possibility::
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: You may take them but be careful, a Dragon that sleeps can be unpleasant
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic~~~: We rest, but you are right, the time draws near... will these strange ones help or hinder?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks – Whoa, did he just say ok?::
Wren_Losic says:
::Moves near the fire and motions for the Captain to sit::
CO_Eden says:
Wren: Amazing. ::Smiles, genuinely impressed by what they've found on this planet:: I, and I'm sure the rest of my crew, would love to learn more about your history.
CSO_Taal says:
::doesn't see anything of interest in the scan results::
CO_Eden says:
::Sits near the fire::
CSO_Taal says:
::closes his tricorder and holsters it::
CTO_Usimov says:
::stands directly behind the Captain::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Approaches Taal::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Question.
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the CNS approach::
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Counselor?
Wren_Losic says:
~~~~Ekel~~~~: They will do what they will; we do as we have done for many long years
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands just off to the left of the CTO, her eyes on both of them....seeing as how she is a touch taller...::
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: sits and activates the screen; inputs a couple of commands ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::arms folded behind her back, legs slightly apart::
Plenty says:
::watches the counselor move away and shrugs::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: The results of our soil sample of the burnt out area, does the carbon dating tell how old the damage is?
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic~~~: Lest they come in the way, they would suffer needlessly.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks over towards the CNS and CSO:: CNS/CSO: Hello gentlemen
Wren_Losic says:
::Looks around as others begin to sit::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Hi
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches as fellow crewmates start to sit, but remains standing::
EO_Chapu says:
@Computer: Computer, run a level 3 diagnostic on all systems.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: My people have been here for hundreds of years
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: The carbon dating would reveal the age of the soil only. To determine the age of the damage, you'd have to compare the soil sample to an undamaged sample and calculate the rate of the emanations.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: how are you?
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Good. CSO: Can we do that... find out how old the damage is..... for all the burnt out areas?
CO_Eden says:
::Listens, letting Wren speak::
Plenty says:
::moves closer to the fire and stands near but not too close to her brother::
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: Hey Taal
Wren_Losic says:
CO: We came to Liridian prime to make a home. that was before the rogue planet came
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: Commander.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Due to him not being called there, Chapu' walks around the bridge, taking in the sights ::
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: It shouldn't be too difficult. We will need to determine the rate of the emanations, but that can be accomplished on board the Geneva.
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic~~~: nevertheless, we are ready, we have feasted, the stone needs found for each
Wren_Losic says:
CO: In just a short time all of our, how you say... Technology was useless
CNS_Bauer says:
::Turns back to Plenty:: PLENTY: What happened where the burnt spots are on your planet?::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: When can we go see the dragons?
Wren_Losic says:
::Pauses as if in thought:: ~~~~Ekel~~~: We will gather stone at first light,
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I need to know.
CO_Eden says:
Wren: Technology?  ::Hears the magic word::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: You have seen the energy ribbons?
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Very well. We could get them to analyzing it on the Geneva.
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO/CNS: May I help you with your project in anyway?
CTO_Usimov says:
::briefly looks at OPS, then back to Captain::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: LOSIC BARES HIS BACK TO SHOW THE SCARS OF THE PAST
CMO_Tunik says:
::turns attention from the numerous medical scans he was running on the inhabitants::
Plenty says:
CNS: Wren knows of that better than I, but yes, we can attend the dragons, if thou can be on good behavior.
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: I believe we have it covered. However, the counselor just wanted to know if it was possible to determine how long the damage was being caused on the planet.
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Good behavior is my job. ::Smiles an evil grin::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and blinks, glances to the CTO, then looks back to the doctor and softly breathes out through her teeth to make a small noise::
CTO_Usimov says:
::looks at the back of Losic, and breathes deeply::
Plenty says:
CNS: Would any of your friends like to accompany us?
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: Well I could try to help out there. I believe can determine the rate of damage using my engineering equipment
OPS_Cailand says:
::isn't phased by the site.... though she wonders exactly what would have caused it, as she hadn't been listening to the conversation::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO/CEO: My theory is that the dragons somehow protect the planet from the rogue planets appetite for organic life.
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Fascinating... 
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: All of them... if they wanted a cool ride.
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: With what information do you form your hypothesis?
Plenty says:
CNS: Then please ask them and I will prepare the way.
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS/CSO: Well, in Chinese mythology and Anglo-Saxon folklore the dragons are protectors of the Kingdom; so that hypothesis may be correct.
CO_Eden says:
Wren: What caused those scars?  ::Looks to Losic::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: This is our legacy, to fight the rain that scorches the ground and burns through all but stone
CTO_Usimov says:
::shakes head in CNS' direction, not up for the ride::
EO_Chapu says:
@ <Bridge Commander>EO: Lt. Chapu', may I assist you?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: You know me... hunches..... instinct...... and a sense of presence here.
Plenty says:
::heads into a small building and comes back with several lanterns and waits for the Counselor and his friends::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Some have begun to call them ribbons
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: Commander, you would be assuming these dragonoid creatures on Liridian Prime are somehow related to the dragons in Earth folklore.
CMO_Tunik says:
::realizes through much consideration that the noise he heard could have come from Cailand, considering the probable distance and tone:: OPS: Yes?
EO_Chapu says:
@ Bridge Commander: No, I'm just here taking in the sights of the Bridge.
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: Who wants to go on an adventure....Taal..... Kat.... come on.
CTO_Usimov says:
::remains by the fire with the CO, for now::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Moves to go with Plenty::
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: Well perhaps not but perhaps the roles are the same as earth legend
CTO_Usimov says:
CNS: Zach, I am not interested, thank you.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Come on Captain.
CO_Eden says:
Wren: And you have struggled with this rain for generations?
CSO_Taal says:
CNS: Vulcans don't go on adventures. However, it would be a good opportunity to gather more information.
EO_Chapu says:
@ <Bridge Commander> EO: Aye, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: You coming. ::Stands ready next to Plenty and helps with the lanterns.
Plenty says:
::hands the counselor a lantern:: CNS: Take this to light the path.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks at Kat kinda sad and disappointed::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances at the Counselor, then back to the doctor... she walks a few steps toward him:: CMO: I guessed you may have been interested in the scars on Losic's back.
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Thank you
EO_Chapu says:
@:: leans over the FCO station, checking the status ::
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Absolutely...::Stands ready::
Plenty says:
CNS: I will wait for you over there. ::points to a large rock::
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Go where Lieutenant?
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: I guess we are ready.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: To see the dragons sleep.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: You gotta see this.... don’t you?
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: Sorry Lieutenant. I am trying to determine if there is any correlation between what's been happening and possible effects on their physiology. Maybe this is all natural and they're built for it.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Some want a closer look at Ekel and the others I expect
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Greeting Captain
OPS_Cailand says:
::tilts head:: CMO: Then listening to the conversation may be of some use to you, Doctor.
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Chances like this are once in a life time
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: Which conversation Lieutenant? ::totally clueless::
EO_Chapu says:
@:: walks over to the OPS station and watches the operation ::
Plenty says:
::lights the lanterns and waits to see if anyone is coming::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Can’t understand why someone would choose not to go.::
CO_Eden says:
Wren: Will you be joining us?  ::Noting that the rest of the team has equipped themselves with lanterns::
CTO_Usimov says:
::follows the Captain, and finds a lantern::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: EKEL AND THE OTHERS TAKE TO THEIR DENS AFTER THE FLIGHT OF THE EVENING... MANY SEEM ANXIOUS FOR THE FUTURE, MANY SIMPLY RELAX KNOWING THE FUTURE WILL TAKE CARE OF ITSELF
Wren_Losic says:
CO: I will come, we can talk more
CO_Eden says:
::Nods, and picks up a lantern, following the anxious Lt. Bauer, and Plenty::
CNS_Bauer says:
::That sense he feels has been reduced to a single emotion..... hope.::
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks and shakes her head slightly:: CMO: Never mind, Doctor.
Plenty says:
::hands Wren a lantern:: Wren: Brother.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees the Captain grab a lantern :: CO: Cool.
EO_Chapu says:
@:: returns to the Eng Station ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees the captain:: OPS: Pardon me Lieutenant. ::moves to the captain::
Plenty says:
All: Are we ready to make our way to the high caves?
Wren_Losic says:
::Starts up the cavern behind Plenty::
CSO_Taal says:
::follows the CNS::
CTO_Usimov says:
::shakes head at all that are heading toward the dragons, but follows her crewmembers::
CEO_Stricker says:
*EO:* Chief Stricker to the Bridge
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows Plenty::
Host Lydia says:
::standing at the entrance to the cave, guarding her dragons from any interference from the outsiders::
Plenty says:
::moves out in front of the group holding her lantern high to light the path::
CMO_Tunik says:
::reaches the captain:: CO: Captain, have you been able to establish if they have or haven't established warp technology?
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the group and almost sighs... oh well... closer to the culture, as they say.... she follows the CTO::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: This is going to be so cool.  Those readings I bet the results will show the damage was done ages ago none resent.
Lydia says:
::notices a light coming towards her in the distance::
Wren_Losic says:
::Grabs another lantern and lights it:: ~~~Ekel~~~: I bring visitors, tell all that we come
EO_Chapu says:
COM: CEO: Chapu' here, go ahead, Commander.
CO_Eden says:
CMO: Not yet... but I hope to.
Plenty says:
All: It is not far, just up the side of the mountain there. ::points upwards::
CTO_Usimov says:
::continues to follow the other crew members::
CMO_Tunik says:
::thinks:: CO: Might we try a more... direct approach, sir? ::changes his posture to show as much concern as a Vulcan can:: I have a concern that we may be close to a cultural contamination.
CNS_Bauer says:
::The full front of emotion returns::
CSO_Taal says:
::pulls out his tricorder and begins scans::
EO_Chapu says:
@:: sits at the Eng Station, waiting for the CEO ::
CEO_Stricker says:
*EO:* I need you to determine the rate of emanation from the ship
Lydia says:
::wonders who is out at this time of night and moving towards the cave::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is glad to see Kat change her mind::
CMO_Tunik says:
CO: Though not all cultures refer to warp technology as we do, if they've managed to travel faster than the speed of light... ::curious if he should continue::
EO_Chapu says:
@*CEO:* Aye, sir.  Hold on
CO_Eden says:
CMO: I have a feeling that some of my questions are being dodged... we'll give it a little more time.
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Is it hard to learn to ride a dragon?
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: The EO is just working right now
Plenty says:
::moves a little faster now that the path is clear::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: CO: Understood captain.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Captain, Tell your crew to move slowly when we approach the warren
Lydia says:
ALL:  Halt, who is coming near?
CSO_Taal says:
CMO: Doctor, judging by their reactions of us, cultural contamination is minimized.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: taps the controls to get the emanation rate ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::raises eyebrows, and looks toward OPS::
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: Acknowledged.
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic~~~: I will tell them... may we eat some of them? ::amusedly:: Hunger comes more frequently these times.......
OPS_Cailand says:
::is walking very last now.... and almost prefers it that way....::
Wren_Losic says:
::Steps forward:: Lydia: I am here
XO_Shras says:
:: Walking slowly around, looking at the buildings, citizens and animals... ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Startled by a voice ahead.... stops::
Lydia says:
Wren:  Ah, it is you... and who is with you?
Plenty says:
::raises her hand:: Lydia: It is I, Plenty. I bring friends to visit the sleepers.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel~~~: You may not; they are our guests…. for now
CNS_Bauer says:
::Proceeds with caution until Wren gets clearance::
OPS_Cailand says:
::feels the CTO's eyes and turns hers to meet them... she nods slightly and slides her hands to her hips…. closer to the phaser::
Lydia says:
Plenty:  And how many are with you?
CO_Eden says:
All: Everyone, be careful as you approach, you do not want to disturb the dragons.
Wren_Losic says:
::Hears a few low growls from the warren::
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: EKEL AND SOME OF THE OTHERS NOTICABLY SHOW THEIR DISSAPOINTMENT, THOUGH THE CREW KNOWS NOT WHY
Plenty says:
Lydia: As you can see, there are several with me.
CTO_Usimov says:
::checks pocket quickly, to be sure phaser is at the ready::
CMO_Tunik says:
::always preferred to stay away from pre-warp societies::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hoping that was humor he sensed and not hunger::
Lydia says:
Wren/Plenty:  I would advise caution... they are hungry.
Wren_Losic says:
::Moves in front of the group:: ~~~Ekel~~:: Calm them
EO_Chapu says:
@*CEO:* The rate of emanation is 154 km per hour, sir.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: EKEL KEEPS HIS OUTER EYELID CLOSED, ALMOST, AND EYES THE "GUESTS"
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: They don’t want us here.... do they?
CEO_Stricker says:
*EO:* Acknowledged and thank you Lieutenant.
Wren_Losic says:
Lydia: I would agree, the time draws near, they are eager
EO_Chapu says:
@*CEO:* Aye, sir.
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: Oh, great, not only are we checking out the dragonoids closely, but they are hungry also.
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: Sir? 154 km/hr?
Plenty says:
CNS: They are weary and hunger for sleep.
Lydia says:
Wren:  Yes, and perhaps this might not be an auspicious time for visitors?
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: talks out his PADD and takes notes on the diagnostic results ::
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO/CNS: The rate of emanation is 154 km/hour.... yes, 154.
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Long ago we were “enemies” of the dragons
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Maybe we should go... out of respect for them.
CMO_Tunik says:
::as he is finished with his scans, he puts his tricorder (though it was already hidden from eyeshot) in his medical bag::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Now we are paired with them at a young age
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: According to my calculations... the damaging effects have been present for approximately 50-75 years.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Are you saying that the planet is still being fed upon?
CO_Eden says:
Wren: Like a companion? ::Careful to keep her voice low::
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Yes Lieutenant, according to the Geneva's scans performed by Lieutenant Chapu, is still being fed upon.
Lydia says:
CO:  More like joined mentally.  Each knows the other's thoughts.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: using the notes, Chapu' makes the repairs needed ::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Perhaps “enemies” is not the right word; we just kept to ourselves, now some are linked to them for life
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Should we go and leave them to sleep.  We are naturally curious by nature. If there is a problem perhaps we could help.
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches the rest of the crew members intently::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Dang! 
Lydia says:
::turns to watch her charges::
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: Tell me about it Lieutenant...
Plenty says:
CNS: You would give willingly?
CSO_Taal says:
::scans the area ahead::
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: aligns the warp core stabilizers ::
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Once the rogue came, our ancestors discovered we could help each other to survive
Plenty says:
::looks back at Wren and nods::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: If we can I'm sure we could. ::looks at Captain knowing he is on thin ice:: PLENTY: As long as it doesn’t go against our prime directive, of course.
Plenty says:
CNS: Prime directive? I do not know of this
Lydia says:
CNS:  How would you be able to help us?  This has been our fate for centuries.
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks towards Cailand:: OPS: Lieutenant, are you... sensing anything out of the usual?
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: It's a non interference policy we abide by.
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches the CMO near Raine::
CNS_Bauer says:
LYDIA: We would need to know more.  Like what the rogue is doing and what connection the dragons play.
Plenty says:
CNS: Counselor, you speak strangely. You will give but will not interfere?
Wren_Losic says:
::Listens as the others ask questions of Lydia::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow slightly:: CMO: I had been shielding my mind heavily. Are you?
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: It's hard to offer assistance when what is needed is unknown.
Plenty says:
::moves over to Wren:: Brother, what make you of this?
Lydia says:
CNS:  It is the rogue planet there in the sky, when it comes too close, we have the ribbons.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: walks around the rest of the Bridge, checking the rest of the systems ::
CNS_Bauer says:
LYDIA: Ribbons?
Lydia says:
CNS:  That is what falls from the sky.
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: I am not sure I understand
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: I have a feeling... things are going to get much worse. I'm just uncertain if it's our own violation of the prime directive... or if there's more to these people than we've seen so far.
OPS_Cailand says:
::doesn't wait for an answer but closes her eyes and softly, mentally whispers a chant to herself.... and she opens her mind to her surroundings...::
CNS_Bauer says:
LYDIA: How often does this happen and what effect does it have on the planet? Those burnt spots perhaps?
Plenty says:
Wren: They are willingly to give but will not interfere.
CSO_Taal says:
::walks a few paces ahead and stops::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises her hand up slightly, though it is hidden by Tunik’s body from view by their hosts::
CSO_Taal says:
::scanning the mountainside::
OPS_Cailand says:
::lowers her hand and opens her eyes, then shields her mind again:: CMO: They seem to be anxious about an upcoming battle with...ribbons of energy.... all quite anxious....
CTO_Usimov says:
::my senses heighten::
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: Can that be possible, Give without interfering?
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances around, her neck and back muscles tensing automatically... she looks to the CTO::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: Something is about to happen, but what could it possibly be?
Lydia says:
CNS:  Yes the burn spots... nothing grows after it touches the soil.
Plenty says:
Wren: This puzzles me greatly.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: walks back to the Eng Station and re-aligns the systems for Tactical ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::looks to OPS and shrugs shoulders::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: These are great scientist with me and we have technology.... this you know.... there must be a way around the political stuff.
CSO_Taal says:
::does a sweep of the area and finds nothing out of the ordinary::
CO_Eden says:
::Observes the area while her crew continues to run their scans::
Plenty says:
CNS: No! Not the technology! The ribbons come.
OPS_Cailand says:
::tilts her head to the CO, in indication at the CTO should keep an eye on her... she then moves toward the CTO, and stands behind her, her voice a low whisper:: CTO: They are expecting a battle.... there is much anxiety among all of them. Dragons and our hosts alike...
CMO_Tunik says:
::thinks:: OPS: This is not our battle to fight. According to the prime directive, unless there is an outside intelligent force causing danger, we shouldn't interfere. If they aren't capable of saving themselves and the planet... ::thinks:: Am I being too rigid? Or is it that the staff wants to enjoy time off the ship so much that they've forgotten we shouldn't be here if they're pre-warp?
Plenty says:
Wren: They bring the technology!
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks to the doctor and ponders a moment::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Ok, so they are attracted to technology. I take it the burnt spot were where cities once stood.
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods her head to the OPS, and turns once again toward the Captain::
OPS_Cailand says:
CMO: I believe that there is a time to be rigid and a time to be flexible. I concur that this may not be our battle to fight.....
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE DRAGONOIDS ARE ANNOYED AND AGITATED BY THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY OF THE TRICORDERS AND SCANNERS.....
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: turns off the monitor and goes to the Turbo Lift ::
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
OPS_Cailand says:
CMO: However...::breaks off and looks around:: CMO: They are agitated even more.... by.... something...
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: Stop with the scanners……. it is causing them distress.
CSO_Taal says:
::continues scanning::
OPS_Cailand says:
::closes eyes and reaches out with her mind and nods:: CNS: I concur. All: Cease scanning.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: IT SEEMS THAT THE FREQUENCY OF FEDERATION TECHNOLOGY IS SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE ENERGY RIBBONS THAT EMMINATE FROM LIRIDIAN MINOR AND THAT IS ENOUGH TO PROVOKE THEM
CEO_Stricker says:
CNS: How so?
OPS_Cailand says:
::walks to the CO::
Plenty says:
CNS: Rid the technology! The ribbons will come and the dragons will rise.
Wren_Losic says:
::Feels Ekel just before he lets out a loud roar::
EO_Chapu says:
@Turbolift : ::enters the TL :: Computer, Main Engineering.
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches as the dragonoids become slightly agitated, but not knowing why::
CSO_Taal says:
::closes tricorder, sees enough evidence in the scans to support the CNS and OPS's theory::
CSO_Taal says:
::holsters the tricorder::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: I just realized that it is the dragon’s emotions I have been in tune with since our arrival.
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Captain, they are expecting the battle soon, and are anxious. The technology we have brought is agitating them. I suggest immediate departure.
Lydia says:
Dragonoids:  Hush my dear ones... nothing is near ::said in a soothing voice::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Turns off all of his engineering and scanning equipment:: CNS: That is interesting
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: Why would the dragons rise when the ribbons come?
Wren_Losic says:
CO: Captain: You must turn those devices off
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: exits the TL and walks to the central console ::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: What is the dragon connection here?
CMO_Tunik says:
::the current events are in direct correlation with what he's been saying:: CSO: It is now obvious to me that they cannot be warp capable. They would anger the dragons. Which means, our presence here will only... cause more anxiety? Certain... you must agree with that Doctor. ::hoping he could get some support::
CO_Eden says:
::Watches the behavior of the dragons and the reactions from Wren and Lydia::
Plenty says:
CNS: You bring the evil, and the sleepers will not take kindly to them.
CO_Eden says:
Wren: We have, and if you wish, we will depart to prevent further stress to the dragons.
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel~~~: Steady
Wren_Losic says:
CO: We had better leave them
Lydia says:
CNS:  When the ribbons fall, they dragons rise to meet it and burn them out of the skies.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: does some more alterations to the systems ::
CNS_Bauer says:
PLENTY: We will make the Ribbons come and what? The dragons attack the ribbons?
Plenty says:
::grabs Wren's sleeve:: Wren: We must leave now, before the sky changes and fills with the dragons.
Lydia says:
Wren: The strangers need to leave.
CNS_Bauer says:
LYDIA: Does that work? I mean, do the dragons succeed at defending the planet?
Wren_Losic says:
Plenty: Ekel and the others will warn us, we have time
Plenty says:
::raises her hands:: CNS: Speak no more of the ribbons!
OPS_Cailand says:
::wishes to back away, but does not.... she still stands behind the CO::
CO_Eden says:
All: Everyone, let's go.
Lydia says:
CNS:  They can only flame so many ribbons, the rest fall to the ground.
Host Ekel says:
ACTION: THE GROUND TREMBLES LIKE AN EARTHQUAKE, BUT DIFFERENT. USS GENEVA SENSORS SHOW SEISMIC EFFECTS SEEM TO BE CAUSED BY THE INCREASING CLOSENESS OF LIRIDIAN PRIME AND LIRIDIAN MINOR
Wren_Losic says:
::Puts arm around Plenty and holds her briefly:: Plenty: We will go now
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods toward the CO, thinking that is a wonderful idea::
Plenty says:
::nods to Wren:: Wren: As it will be brother.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks back at the CMO, her eyes telling him that his suspicions were indeed correct.... in her opinion, at least::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is quiet. Takes a last look at the massive beautiful creatures and readies to leave::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks to the Warp Core Station ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::gives Cailand a similar look, appreciating her look::
Plenty says:
::heads away from the cave::
Wren_Losic says:
:: Instinctively reaches out and steadies Ekel:: ~~~Ekel~~~: Hold my friend
CTO_Usimov says:
::stands still, and leans head to the side, thinking this rumble reminds me of an earthquake::
Lydia says:
Plenty:  Show the strangers back down the mountain.  I will calm the dears...
Wren_Losic says:
Lydia: Call the riders to steady them
Plenty says:
Lydia: It shall be done.
Plenty says:
All: Come friends, we must away from this place.
CO_Eden says:
::Walks back into the open::
Lydia says:
Riders:  ::to other natives in the area:: Steady your dragons... calm them.
EO_Chapu says:
@ :: finishes the Warp Core stabilizers ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::follows the rest of the crewmembers to safer ground::
Host Ekel says:
~~~Losic~~~: But they use things that are like the burning things......
OPS_Cailand says:
::tenses a bit more... ugh..... She moves next to the CO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows Plenty out.... sorry if we stressed the sleepers::
CSO_Taal says:
::follows the rest of the crew down the mountain::
CTO_Usimov says:
::moves to the other side of the CO::
Wren_Losic says:
~~~Ekel~~~: They do not know
OPS_Cailand says:
::stands opposite the CTO, next to the CO::
Lydia says:
::moves into the cave and walks from one dragon to the other, speaking quietly and calmly to them::
Host Ekel says:
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